
Minutes of the Meeting of the VATSIM Board of Governors 
July 17, 2021, 2000Z 

 
1. Open meeting, roll call, apologies, and proxies (Gunnar Lindahl) 

 

Present 
Gunnar Lindahl (GL) President 
Tim Barber (TB) VP Operations 
Simon Irvine (SI) VP Europe, Middle East, and Africa 
Anastasios Stefopoulos (AS) VP Asia Pacific 
Matthew Cianfarani (MC) VP Network Infrastructure 
Matt Bozwood-Davies (MBD) VP Technical Development 
Nick Cavacini (NC) VP Supervisors 

Nicola Felini (NF) VP Conflict Resolution 
Roger Curtiss (RC) VP Virtual Airlines and Special Operations 
Simon Kelsey (SK) VP Pilot Training 
Matt Bartels (MB) VP Marketing and Communications 

 

Regrets: 
Federico Navaro (FN) VP Americas, proxy to NF 
Don Desfosse (DD) VP Membership, proxy to TB 

 
GL took a brief moment to review the meeting rules and etiquette for the benefit of the new 
members of the Board of Governors. 

 

2. Approval of the agenda (Gunnar Lindahl) 
 

Meeting agenda was approved without amendment or addition. 
 
3. Approval of the minutes of the last meeting (Gunnar Lindahl) 

 
It was moved by TB, and seconded by MC the minutes of the previous meeting be approved as 
distributed. Passed 

 
4. Introduction of new members of the Board of Governors Nicholas Cavacini and Simon Kelsey (Gunnar 
Lindahl) 

 
GL formally welcomed SK and NC to the Board of Governors. Simon and Nick both said hello and 
individually expressed their desires to make a positive contribution to the network in their new 
positions. 

 
5. Ad hoc votes since the last meeting (Tim Barber) 

 
May 21, 20h Election of Simon Kelsey as Vice President, Pilot Training 

 
 
6. Membership Level Report (Don Desfosse) 



The following data was taken from the membership report submitted by DD in advance of the 
meeting: Q2 2021 saw 15422 new member registrations, which equated to 169 per day. This is 
a 21% increase over Q1 2021 and a 210% increase over the five year historical average. As of 
July 9, 2021, there are just under 117000 active members with is an increase of 29% over the 
same time last year. 

 

7. Old Business 
 

Update on the future of Ironmic (Tim Barber) 
Deferred to Q3 meeting of the Board of Governors. The target date for re- 
implementation is January 1, 2022. GL would like to see advertising around the return 
in place well in advance of the start date. RC wondered if the name should be changed? 
TB will take all under consideration and report back at the next meeting. 

 
Pilot accountability workgroup (Simon Kelsey) 

SK has been briefed by the previous VPPLT on the report of the pilot accountability 
group, which the BoG had previously received. SK has a draft on how to implement the 
recommendations with includes a system for ATC to provide feedback pilots in a 
constructive fashion. Feedback will not go directly to the pilot, but instead will go to the 
PTD where it will be reviewed/moderated and make decisions on how it will be 
actioned. The key will be to identify trends that can be used to get information out to 
both ATOs and the greater pilot population. Additionally, members of the PTD team will 
be able to reach out to members that have been identified and provide specific 
guidance to help them. Members identified as deliberately causing issues will be 
referred to the supervisor department for action. SK will forward a copy of the 
implementation draft to the BoG ring. 

 
Strategic planning update (Tim Barber) 

Questionnaire to be sent out to senior staff within the coming few weeks to start the 
process with an environmental scan. From there, idea will be to narrow focus to most 
important topics and develop strategic initiatives from that information 

 
Discrete Unicom Frequency / VATSIM AIP (Matt Bartels) 

No significant update at this point. Some staff working on changes to the AIP website. 
Having difficulty getting buy-in from some divisions to use this system, and to provide 
frequency information for the database. Simon Irvine has spoken to VATUK and there 
seems to be support for the project. He will follow up with them again. MB to continue 
working on the project as time frees up from other projects on his desk. The key tech 
advancement that is expected to be used is for pilots to be able to type “.ctaf <airport 
code>” and the database would return the correct CTAF frequency for the airport. 

 
Update to Code of Regulations / User Agreement (Nic Felini) 

Information on update requests remains with the Founders for review. Since submitted, 
there are additional items that should be amended as part of the update. NF to 
recirculate the latest draft and requested the other BoG members to forward any 
additional changes they feel are necessary to his attention. 

 
ATIS Policy Information (Tim Barber, Matt Bozwood-Davies, Don Desfosse) 



Per discussion that occurred at the last meeting, and after review of the recent 
expenses around text-to-speech incurred by the network, it was decided not to further 
restrict ATIS messaging. BoG will review expenses and policy in 6-12 months, and 
amend the policy at that time to reflect actual practice. 

 

Preferred names (Don Desfosse and Matt Bozwood-Davies) 
MBD provided background information on this item to the BoG. Historically, the 
network has required members to register for the network using their full, real name. 
The Code of Conduct, Section A4, allows for members to sign into the network using a 
number of acceptable formats. Recently, the Membership department has received an 
increasing number of requests from members to change their names. Additionally, in 
today’s online society, there are a number of legitimate reasons why someone would 
want to register for a network using an alias. The balance between protecting members 
and allowing members the option to use a new or preferred name was discussed at 
length. 
The meeting went into executive session at 2106Z and came out of executive session at 
2123Z. 
The consensus reached by the Board of Governors was that a “light touch” approach be 
taken to name change requests. The policy around real names / preferred names / 
name verification will be reviewed by the Membership Department in conjunction with 
GL, including obtaining legal advice. 
It was moved by NF and seconded MC that that until specific policy and regulation have 
been approved by the Network, the VP Membership be allowed to facilitate a name 
change at their sole discretion, specifically to support our diverse community of 
members who have this need. The motion was passed. 

 

CONOP for GDPR Requests (Don Desfosse) 
In the absence of DD, this item was deferred to the next meeting. 

 
8. New Business 

 
VATSIM President Election - Discussion (Gunnar Lindahl) 

 
The current term for VATSIM President expires on August 11, 2021. GL advised the BoG 
that he was still considering whether he would seek a third term as VATSIM President. 
In the event GL does not decide to continue, TB would allow his name to stand for 
election to the position. The Code of Regulations allows for the past president to 
remain on the Board of Governors as an “at-large” member. The members provided 
their opinions, and indicated that they would support whatever decision GL made. GL 
would advise of his decision as soon as possible and after further contemplation and 
consultation with the Founders 

 
Matt Cianfarani left the meeting at 2156Z, proxy to MBD 

Global Controller Administration Policy (Matt Bartels) 

MB advised that version 0.5 of the new GCAP will be the version to go the public review 
and consultation with the members. GL requested that the term “air traffic specialist” 



be changed to “air traffic controller” prior to release. GL also requested that a preamble 
be incorporated into the GCAP that in essence stated that while the network pursues 
realism, we also want to minimize barriers to pursue realism. Barriers incorporated into 
the GCAP should not be used for “empire building”. GL to send some bullet points to 
MB tomorrow. The BoG endorsed sending the GCAP for public review. 

 

Matt Bartels left the meeting at 2207Z, proxy was not assigned 

VATSIM Forums (Matt Bozwood-Davies) 

MBD led a discussion on whether to continue using and maintaining the VATSIM 
Forums, or discontinue them. 
The meeting went into executive session at 2210Z and came out of executive session at 
2214Z. 
Members provided their opinions, and consensus is that there is an abundance of 
valuable and historic information contained therein, and thus maintaining the data in a 
forum format would be preferable. MBD will report back to the next BoG meeting with 
suggestions to consider. 

 
VATSIM Website (Matt Bozwood-Davies) 

 
At the request of GL, MBD provided an update on the progress of the new website. GL 
reiterated that this was a high priority item for him. MBD indicated that individual 
pages were about to be converted to a new format, and would be circulated to the 
respective VPs for edits and “tidying up”. He is also working on a Google Sheets list of 
pages for conversion that he hopes to have compiled by the end of the month. 

 
 

"VATPAX" (Tim Barber) 
 

TB reported on a request from a VATPAC member who has requested to use the 
VATSIM data to operate a piece of software that he had created called VATPAX. The 
developer would be charging members to use the service. As the request violates 
network policy around charging for use of the network, the BoG could not grant the 
request unless the service was provided entirely free of charge. This would not, 
however, prevent the developer from soliciting donations. TB to communicate back to 
the member. 

 

External network relations (Matt Bartels) 
 

In the absence of MB, this item was deferred to the next meeting. 

9. Departmental Updates 

Operations - Tim Barber 
Americas Region - Federico Navarro 
Europe, Middle East, and Africa Region - Simon Irvine 
Asia Pacific Region - Anastasios Stefopoulos 



Network Infrastructure - Matt Cianfarani 
Technical Development - Matt Bozwood-Davies 
Supervisors - Nic Cavacini 
Conflict Resolution - Nicola Felini 
Membership - Don Desfosse 
Virtual Airlines & SOA- Roger Curtiss 
Pilot Training - Simon Kelsey 
Marketing and Communications - Matt Bartels 

 
10. Any other business 

 
The was no other business. 

 
11. Close of meeting 

 
The meeting was closed at 2254z. 


